2017 11 30 Social Media and Clerkships

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
Welcome to the Medical Education chat (US) I am your moderator for the next
hour, @Alliance4ClinEd #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
The topic & questions will be announced in a moment…for now, please introduce
yourselves #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
#meded Welcome to the chat, everyone! https://t.co/uB1MY4eMo9

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: The topic & questions will be announced in a moment…for now, please
introduce yourselves #meded

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Welcome to the Medical Education chat (US) I am your moderator for the next
hour, @Alliance4ClinEd #meded

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: #meded Welcome to the chat, everyone! https://t.co/uB1MY4eMo9

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
This will be a great chat tonight. Here's hoping @Kind4Kids is on to explain #tweet and #teach on
clerkships! https://t.co/6xhanyi9pj

Happy girl @whatnewsscience9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: The topic & questions will be announced in a moment…for now, please
introduce yourselves #meded

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara9 hours ago
Kristina here, from Boston checking in
for #meded chats. @MedEdChat @GLBDallaghan @Alliance4ClinEd

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc9 hours ago
Hi everyone. I’m Marty, a recovering internal medicine clerkship director at
MCW @MedicalCollege @MCW_Kern #meded

Renee @02amor9 hours ago
Hi #MedEd chat! It’s Renee, in Philly. Back after a longer than expected hiatus...

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
If you are tuning in to the #meded chat, remember to use the #meded hashtag and try to answer
with the Topic numbers (T1, T2, T3)

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
Topic 1: What are some uses of #SoMe in clerkships? Teaching? Case discussions? #meded

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @shreyatrivedimd9 hours ago
@MedEdChat @GLBDallaghan @Alliance4ClinEd, hellos from NYC! My name is Shreya and am
a going to be Medical Education fellow and #MHPE candidate! Excited to learn from you all
tonight #MedEd https://t.co/oS42HqfYyV

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
First question on deck....What are ways you can use #SoMe in clinical
rotations? #meded @AAIMOnline @apgonews @Surg_Education @CDEMfaculty@COMSEPedi
atrics @STFM_FM https://t.co/xpTmhbUR1a

Renee @02amor9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Topic 1: What are some uses of #SoMe in clerkships? Teaching? Case
discussions? #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
T1 #meded I've seen people talk about using #SoMe to do case discussions
with #medstudents but never experienced myself. Would like to hear more about
it. https://t.co/FWeELYaCy8

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc9 hours ago
We use @Yammer as a platform for our “Virtual Team Room” - for facultyassisted peer teaching
& sharing learning across sites & teams. MCW medicine clerkship #meded

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy9 hours ago
Hi from Columbus #meded https://t.co/pxSTpASdom

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
T1 #meded That's cool. Is it a secure platform? Any discussions you might consider violating
HIPPA? https://t.co/3whZonLEhy

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
Welcome, @hur2buzy https://t.co/bNqp4YLXLL

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T1 #meded I've seen people talk about using #SoMe to do case
discussions with #medstudents but never experienced myself.…

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @shreyatrivedimd9 hours ago
T1: #SoMe opens up #deeperlearning beyond the #hospital walls! Allows to #prime learners prior
to case/talk and/or #followup after a case. Also gets rid of hierarchy in that all learner levels can
contribute to #SoMe discussion #MedEd

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
@mmteacherdoc @Yammer T1 #meded What kind of topics do you cover? Do you feel you get
enough detail to make it truly educational?

Renee @02amor9 hours ago
T1 I’ve never used #SoMe for students, but for residents - groups can post articles & coordinate
meetings. Something as simple as posting the Grand Rounds topic that week helps #MedEd

S. Scott-Vernaglia @scottvernaglia9 hours ago
Hi from Boston #MedEd

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
@ShreyaTrivediMD T1 #meded In what ways do you feel it opens up #deeperlearning?

Stephanie Starr @stephrstarr9 hours ago
Hi from ‘warmish’ Rochester, MN #meded - excited to hear what you all are doing teach students
via #SoMe

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc9 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd Lots of planning and working with risk management & our IRB. Secure enough
for deidentified conversations. We use as a vehicle to teach about HIPPA & difference between
this & other platforms. #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
T1 #meded So has Risk Management been open to working with you? Why the
IRB? https://t.co/2ZwQJ2o3rS

Renee @02amor9 hours ago
@mmteacherdoc @Yammer Kinda T1 We have Yammer now too, but I haven’t used it. May I ask
how you incorporate it? Thanks #Meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: @Alliance4ClinEd Lots of planning and working with risk management &
our IRB. Secure enough for deidentified conversation…

APGO News @apgonews9 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: First question on deck....What are ways you can use #SoMe in clinical
rotations? #meded @AAIMOnline @apgonews @Surg_Ed…

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
@mmteacherdoc @Alliance4ClinEd T1 #meded That is more secure than say using
other #SoMe platforms. At least you can limit the group

Terry Kind, MD MPH @kind4kids9 hours ago
Think, tweet, teach, repeat. #meded https://t.co/AqT6cItZhC

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @shreyatrivedimd9 hours ago
T1: I have used it for the #asynchronous and #spacedlearning aspect of it. Allows learners to
retrieve information from a prior case from the week/day and build. Also, #SoMe lets experts from
all over to give their input too #connections #MedEd https://t.co/th2siZXnZM

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
T1 #meded So we've heard about using @Yammer for sessions. Do you use @Twitter for your
sessions @Kind4Kids ? https://t.co/yrHsrRO7oE

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: T1: I have used it for the #asynchronous and #spacedlearning aspect of
it. Allows learners to retrieve information fro…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: T1: I have used it for the #asynchronous and #spacedlearning aspect of
it. Allows learners to retrieve information fro…

Terry Kind, MD MPH @kind4kids9 hours ago
Could have med students listen and learn about the public patient experience via #SoMe (not
their patients, but public/Twitter discourse). #meded #hcsm

S. Scott-Vernaglia @scottvernaglia9 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: First question on deck....What are ways you can use #SoMe in clinical
rotations? #meded @AAIMOnline @apgonews @Surg_Ed…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
RT @Kind4Kids: Could have med students listen and learn about the public patient experience
via #SoMe (not their patients, but public/Twitt…

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
T1 #meded You were a pioneer doing this. Did you have concerns about private information
being discussed? @Kind4Kids https://t.co/AmeCGqa8mi

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: T1 #meded You were a pioneer doing this. Did you have concerns about
private information being discussed? @Kind4Kids https:/…

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc9 hours ago
Not sure if @ijanders1 or @jeannemfarnan from @UChicagoMed are on...buy they use yammer
too. #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: Not sure if @ijanders1 or @jeannemfarnan from @UChicagoMed are
on...buy they use yammer too. #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: Not sure if @ijanders1 or @jeannemfarnan from @UChicagoMed are
on...buy they use yammer too. #meded

EMedTox @emedtox9 hours ago
Joining from Boston! I've used the "back channel" while teaching in a classroom. Live digital
classroom concurrent with live, in-person lecture. Used https://t.co/mHZsiYOkb7, secure (though
not HIPAA type secure), private. Ask question, got group think, teaching, feedback. #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
Topic 2: What guidelines are used for promoting participation, maintaining confidentiality,
etc? #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
T2 #meded How do you ensure #medstudents get involved with the chat? Do you have defined
objectives? Expectations? Consequences? https://t.co/h5GxMMN1BI

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T2 #meded How do you ensure #medstudents get involved with the chat?
Do you have defined objectives? Expectations? Con…

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc9 hours ago
Concerns about patient privacy are important, but I’ll bet we’re more likely to leave our patient
lists in the cafeteria than share patient info inadvertently on #SoMe - need to teach each other to
use correctly & safely. #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: Concerns about patient privacy are important, but I’ll bet we’re more likely
to leave our patient lists in the cafeteria…

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: Concerns about patient privacy are important, but I’ll bet we’re more likely
to leave our patient lists in the cafeteria…

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara9 hours ago
@MedEdChat Must be set at beginning and agreed upon by all learners. Better yet if they can
determine the guidelines for participation and confidentiality as a team with imput from lead
faculty member. #MedEd

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy9 hours ago
RT @Kind4Kids: Could have med students listen and learn about the public patient experience
via #SoMe (not their patients, but public/Twitt…

EMedTox @emedtox9 hours ago
T1. Can't ever put anything in written/digital form really....because screenshot exists. Nearly
everything can be misused, forwarded digitally, so SoMe not appropriate for details of case. Even
depersonalumized case is potentially identifiable by pt, family. Bad form. #meded

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc9 hours ago
@ShreyaTrivediMD @Yammer Not initially. We had to enforce minimal participation
requirements. #MedEd

Renee @02amor9 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: Concerns about patient privacy are important, but I’ll bet we’re more likely
to leave our patient lists in the cafeteria…

Stephanie Starr @stephrstarr9 hours ago
#meded T2 https://t.co/5prI6ic6Mp

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: @MedEdChat Must be set at beginning and agreed upon by all learners.
Better yet if they can determine the guidelines for…

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @StephRStarr: #meded T2 https://t.co/5prI6ic6Mp

Terry Kind, MD MPH @kind4kids9 hours ago
@MedEdChat Ah, just to listen and learn, to the publicly shared experience. #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @emedtox: T1. Can't ever put anything in written/digital form really....because screenshot
exists. Nearly everything can be misused, for…

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
T2 #meded Great resource! Thanks for sharing, @StephRStarr https://t.co/LJyO84TCWN

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: T2 #meded Great resource! Thanks for
sharing, @StephRStarr https://t.co/LJyO84TCWN

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
RT @Kind4Kids: @MedEdChat Ah, just to listen and learn, to the publicly shared
experience. #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
RT @Kind4Kids: @MedEdChat Ah, just to listen and learn, to the publicly shared
experience. #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @Kind4Kids: @MedEdChat Ah, just to listen and learn, to the publicly shared
experience. #meded

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc9 hours ago
@emedtox Just to play devil’s advocate...then you can’t use EMR. Or any other e-tools for patient
care. #MedEd

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: @MedEdChat Must be set at beginning and agreed upon by all learners.
Better yet if they can determine the guidelines for…

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @shreyatrivedimd9 hours ago
T2: With my teams, I take a few mins to talk about how we learn, open the idea of #SoMe as a
way help each other get the most out of our learning from the day. if they are on board, we do it. I
think u need #buyin from them and not have it be imposed #MedEd https://t.co/AleBoKsOTs

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
T2 #meded Do you think your risk management team would have approved using the
EMR? https://t.co/Cyoreg1es9

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
T2 #meded So would you recommend using #SoMe as a mechanism for sharing about a
particular case condition for the day? That way you could avoid specifics of a particular patient
but make it educational? https://t.co/yT5Qb8K2li

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc9 hours ago
T2 - we piloted with no participation requirements- said “if its good, people will use it.” 2 of 35
students used with 6 faculty. Led us to start 6 posts per month minimum- not overwhelming for
each student, good volume. #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: T2: With my teams, I take a few mins to talk about how we learn, open
the idea of #SoMe as a way help each other get t…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
T2 #meded So did any of the faculty find it discouraging that only 2 students joined in? Or were
they fine with being patient to get enthusiasm building? https://t.co/4gZIQP6vwm

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: T2 - we piloted with no participation requirements- said “if its good, people
will use it.” 2 of 35 students used with 6…

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: T2: With my teams, I take a few mins to talk about how we learn, open
the idea of #SoMe as a way help each other get t…

Terry Kind, MD MPH @kind4kids9 hours ago
In related news, we found that #medstudents use Twitter to access info, experts, perspectives,
and supportive communities https://t.co/ASXKkFkqw7 #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
#meded T2 Another fantastic resource. This is great! Thanks for sharing it. Do you think by
tapping into other experts it's raised the level of inquiry by #medstudentson rounds or in
clinics? https://t.co/cU7U6DbXJs

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: #meded T2 Another fantastic resource. This is great! Thanks for sharing it.
Do you think by tapping into other expert…

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @Kind4Kids: In related news, we found that #medstudents use Twitter to access info,
experts, perspectives, and supportive communities h…

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc9 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd Yes - I found it discouraging (as well as others). But also the students. Part of
the value is in peer teaching of lessons learned on multiple teams, at multiple sites, from many
patients, residents, & faculty. Not worth the effort if no community. #meded

Terry Kind, MD MPH @kind4kids9 hours ago
In #medschool Twitter levels the hierarchies and is a platform for access, advocacy, and
voice: https://t.co/VHm0P4IM0e #meded @MotherinMed

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
T2 #meded So did you then decide to require participation? https://t.co/77roiEFZ1e

Terry Kind, MD MPH @kind4kids9 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd Hmmmm, good research question! #meded

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc9 hours ago
@skipbidder That’s right! And now we’re twitter #meded pals!!!

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @Kind4Kids: In #medschool Twitter levels the hierarchies and is a platform for access,
advocacy, and voice: https://t.co/VHm0P4IM0e #med…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
RT @Kind4Kids: In #medschool Twitter levels the hierarchies and is a platform for access,
advocacy, and voice: https://t.co/VHm0P4IM0e #med…

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @shreyatrivedimd9 hours ago
@MedEdChat Yes! or #takehome messages. Really helps with the hectic days that you don't
have time to #consolidate information for learners #MedEd

Joshua Lloyd @jplloyddd9 hours ago
RT @Kind4Kids: In related news, we found that #medstudents use Twitter to access info,
experts, perspectives, and supportive communities h…

Stephanie Starr @stephrstarr9 hours ago
T2: Reference list for #SoMe use in #meded - from
our #Pediatrics colleagues @APPDconnect https://t.co/Wcl7RtXMZN

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc9 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd Yes - 6 posts per student per month. Manageable. Plenty of volume. #meded

Stephanie Starr @stephrstarr9 hours ago
RT @Kind4Kids: In #medschool Twitter levels the hierarchies and is a platform for access,
advocacy, and voice: https://t.co/VHm0P4IM0e #med…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
T2 #meded Thanks for sharing this, @StephRStarr https://t.co/AySxTlPSUY

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @StephRStarr: T2: Reference list for #SoMe use in #meded - from
our #Pediatrics colleagues @APPDconnect https://t.co/Wcl7RtXMZN

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc19 hours ago
@maraantonoff @MDAndersonNews @ppisters @AraVaporciyan Congratulations
Dr. @AraVaporciyan !!! So incredibly happy for you for your
achievements. #meded #ctsurgery #endcancer #tssmn #LCSM

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc19 hours ago
RT @JessicaLuc1: @maraantonoff @MDAndersonNews @ppisters @AraVaporciyan Congratula
tions Dr. @AraVaporciyan !!! So incredibly happy for you…

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc19 hours ago
RT @maraantonoff: Delighted to be at the @MDAndersonNews 2017 Faculty Honors
Convocation, listening to keynote speech from incoming preside…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
@Kind4Kids #MedEd #Sounds like you have another interesting #SoMe project!

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: @Kind4Kids #MedEd #Sounds like you have another
interesting #SoMe project!

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc9 hours ago
@emedtox The other option is to get consent from your patient for patient-specific info. Many do
this for blogs. Or to share teaching materials, pearls from conferences, faculty lessons. #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: @Alliance4ClinEd Yes - 6 posts per student per month. Manageable.
Plenty of volume. #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
Topic 3: What are the benefits of using social media on the clerkships vs. traditional methods of
teaching? #meded

Stephanie Starr @stephrstarr9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Topic 3: What are the benefits of using social media on the clerkships vs.
traditional methods of teaching? #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
T3 #meded With distributed sites for clerkships, what are the benefits of #some over traditional
forms of teaching? Or even using discussion boards or other #edtech? https://t.co/piJy0hb3N7

Stephanie Starr @stephrstarr9 hours ago
May serve as role modeling for hoe to engage broader group to solve problems, identify
resources in #meded and clinical care - https://t.co/aFuD6zP5KX

COMSEP @comsepediatrics9 hours ago
RT @StephRStarr: May serve as role modeling for hoe to engage broader group to solve
problems, identify resources in #meded and clinical ca…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
T3 #meded How would you do that....the role modeling piece? https://t.co/JsMmLMcoBe

COMSEP @comsepediatrics9 hours ago
@Pradip4Peds @Kind4Kids #meded https://t.co/kv9fjSgxGE

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
RT @StephRStarr: May serve as role modeling for hoe to engage broader group to solve
problems, identify resources in #meded and clinical ca…

COMSEP @comsepediatrics9 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: First question on deck....What are ways you can use #SoMe in clinical
rotations? #meded @AAIMOnline @apgonews @Surg_Ed…

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T3 #meded How would you do that....the role modeling
piece? https://t.co/JsMmLMcoBe

Pradip D Patel @pradip4peds9 hours ago
RT @COMSEPediatrics: @Pradip4Peds @Kind4Kids #meded https://t.co/kv9fjSgxGE

COMSEP @comsepediatrics9 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T3 #meded With distributed sites for clerkships, what are the benefits
of #some over traditional forms of teaching? Or…

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc19 hours ago
RT @EMtogether: Medicine is a science of uncertainty and an art of probability. — William Osler
(1849-1919) #FOAMed #MedEd https://t.co/2…

Stephanie Starr @stephrstarr9 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd I wonder if by using #SoMe to solve clinical question by clinical team, learners
can then see, reflect on its use for other problems? #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
T3 #meded So it would be a way to demonstrate #clinicalreasoning in some
ways? https://t.co/cvEMAssBfg

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @StephRStarr: @Alliance4ClinEd I wonder if by using #SoMe to solve clinical question by
clinical team, learners can then see, reflect on…

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @StephRStarr: @Alliance4ClinEd I wonder if by using #SoMe to solve clinical question by
clinical team, learners can then see, reflect on…

Kunal Jain @kunal2jain8 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: T1: #SoMe opens up #deeperlearning beyond the #hospital walls! Allows
to #prime learners prior to case/talk and/or #fo…

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc18 hours ago
@MedEdChat Helps make the educational experience a international one with ability to leverage
expert opinions #meded #FOAMed #SoMe

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc18 hours ago
RT @JessicaLuc1: @MedEdChat Helps make the educational experience a international one
with ability to leverage expert opinions #meded #FOAM…

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
T3- we used to expand experiences & make the learning more comparable across sites & teams
(general medicine vs cardiology, for example). And to create a venue for asynchronous teaching
& distance learning. #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @JessicaLuc1: @MedEdChat Helps make the educational experience a international one
with ability to leverage expert opinions #meded #FOAM…

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: T3- we used to expand experiences & make the learning more comparable
across sites & teams (general medicine vs cardiolog…

Stephanie Starr @stephrstarr8 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd Or maybe effective use of broader crowdsourcing to find resources, new
solutions? #meded

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc18 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: #meded T2 Another fantastic resource. This is great! Thanks for sharing it.
Do you think by tapping into other expert…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
T3 #meded So have you considered documenting that process for accreditation
standards? https://t.co/JlXgNAFTIm

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T3 #meded So have you considered documenting that process for
accreditation standards? https://t.co/JlXgNAFTIm

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
RT @StephRStarr: @Alliance4ClinEd Or maybe effective use of broader crowdsourcing to find
resources, new solutions? #meded

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc18 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd Absolutely ! it becomes a resource that can be accessed and reaccessed
dysynchronously - not limited by time or space. #MedEd #SoMe #FOAMed

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc18 hours ago
RT @JessicaLuc1: @Alliance4ClinEd Absolutely ! it becomes a resource that can be accessed
and reaccessed dysynchronously - not limited by t…

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
T3- we expanded to our regional campuses this year. Students can learn from each other & from
core faculty at the main campus. #meded

EMedTox @emedtox8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Accessing the #SoMe network exposes participant to other topics which offer
incredible support for other needs. Example #MH4Docs, #DocsWhoAlmostQuit. #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
T3 #meded This could be a game changer to help ensure comparability across geographic
locations. #LCME will love it! https://t.co/B12bkwwudr

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: T3- we expanded to our regional campuses this year. Students can learn
from each other & from core faculty at the main ca…

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T3 #meded This could be a game changer to help ensure comparability
across geographic locations. #LCME will love it!…

EMedTox @emedtox8 hours ago
RT @emedtox: @MedEdChat Accessing the #SoMe network exposes participant to other topics
which offer incredible support for other needs. Ex…

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc18 hours ago
@mmteacherdoc Is a medium through which lifelong learning and continued professional
development and enrichment can occur #MedEd #SoMe #FOAMed

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc18 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: T3- we expanded to our regional campuses this year. Students can learn
from each other & from core faculty at the main ca…

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd We are going through that process now. Will be part of our
documentation. #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T3 #meded This could be a game changer to help ensure comparability
across geographic locations. #LCME will love it!…

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @JessicaLuc1: @mmteacherdoc Is a medium through which lifelong learning and continued
professional development and enrichment can occur…

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: @Alliance4ClinEd We are going through that process now. Will be part of
our documentation. #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: @Alliance4ClinEd We are going through that process now. Will be part of
our documentation. #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
Well, we have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some final
thoughts #meded

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd Hoping to be able to convince other courses/clerkships to use & start earlier
for students. I’m a believer. Not everyone is. #meded

Robert Luka @fearlessmedicin8 hours ago
RT @StephRStarr: T2: Reference list for #SoMe use in #meded - from
our #Pediatrics colleagues @APPDconnect https://t.co/Wcl7RtXMZN

Renee @02amor8 hours ago
Thanks for all the resources tonight #Meded!

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
Final thoughts....We've had some great discussion for uses of #SoMe on clinical rotations and
great resources shared. This has been an exceptional discussion
tonight! https://t.co/BDXE7mY6db

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: @Alliance4ClinEd Hoping to be able to convince other courses/clerkships
to use & start earlier for students. I’m a believ…

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: @Alliance4ClinEd Hoping to be able to convince other courses/clerkships
to use & start earlier for students. I’m a believ…

Terry Kind, MD MPH @kind4kids8 hours ago
@StephRStarr @APPDconnect Wow, blast from the past! Thanks for sharing. #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
#meded The resources have been fantastic tonight. Also the use of #SoMe for accreditation
standards is excellent! Thanks, @mmteacherdoc https://t.co/rMsAjondlt

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: #meded The resources have been fantastic tonight. Also the use
of #SoMe for accreditation standards is excellent! Thanks…

Stephanie Starr @stephrstarr8 hours ago
I would not be on #SoMe if not for you, @Kind4Kids - your workshop was the role modeling I
needed #meded https://t.co/nbLW8p90ta

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
Engage your IT and communications teams early. Make a plan. Then engage risk management
to ensure compliance. #meded

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @shreyatrivedimd8 hours ago
T3: #SoMe also #models another way to be a #lifelonglearner and
continuously #engaging in #rich discourse for #highvaluecare, esp imp for when they
are #attendings or don't have "required" traditional classroom/conferences as often #MedEd

Terry Kind, MD MPH @kind4kids8 hours ago
This @MedEdChat is like all of us being on a distributed campus, learning, sharing,
listening... #meded

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
Me too! #meded https://t.co/EHn69GNdCL

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc18 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: T3: #SoMe also #models another way to be a #lifelonglearner and
continuously #engaging in #rich discourse for #highval…

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
Excellent topic! Happy to share with the followers! @Surg_Education https://t.co/YosEtOzMpr

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @Kind4Kids: This @MedEdChat is like all of us being on a distributed campus, learning,
sharing, listening... #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: T3: #SoMe also #models another way to be a #lifelonglearner and
continuously #engaging in #rich discourse for #highval…

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc18 hours ago
@ShreyaTrivediMD The challenge will be in how to measure and
quantify #SoMe #models of #lifelonglearning #meded #FOAMed

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc18 hours ago
RT @JessicaLuc1: @ShreyaTrivediMD The challenge will be in how to measure and
quantify #SoMe #models of #lifelonglearning #meded #FOAMed

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
Join us again next week at 9 pm Thursday. Don't forget to suggest topics by DM or email #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
#meded Next week we will be talking about residents as teachers!

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
Next week the topic for the #meded chat will be residents as teachers!

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Next week the topic for the #meded chat will be residents as teachers!

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc18 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Excellent topic! Happy to share with the
followers! @Surg_Education https://t.co/YosEtOzMpr

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc18 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Next week the topic for the #meded chat will be residents as teachers!

Tom Varghese Jr. MD @tomvarghesejr8 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: T3: #SoMe also #models another way to be a #lifelonglearner and
continuously #engaging in #rich discourse for #highval…

Geraud Plantegenest @geraudp8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Next week the topic for the #meded chat will be residents as teachers!

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc18 hours ago
@mmteacherdoc @Alliance4ClinEd It is all about learning from each others experiences because
we are #bettertogether #MedEd #SoMe #FOAMed

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc18 hours ago
RT @JessicaLuc1: @mmteacherdoc @Alliance4ClinEd It is all about learning from each others
experiences because we are #bettertogether #MedEd…

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc18 hours ago
RT @Kind4Kids: In related news, we found that #medstudents use Twitter to access info,
experts, perspectives, and supportive communities h…

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc18 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: T1: I have used it for the #asynchronous and #spacedlearning aspect of
it. Allows learners to retrieve information fro…

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc18 hours ago
RT @Kind4Kids: Think, tweet, teach, repeat. #meded https://t.co/AqT6cItZhC

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Next week the topic for the #meded chat will be residents as teachers!

